
and that it can pass

Tape outlet

while editing a label, the character can be

before will not be recovered.

1.Press             key to select English typing

   which will be shown on the left bottom of 

   the screen.

3.Press             to input

Use only tape cartridge of TZE series from G&G.

outlet.

Do not touch the printer head to avoid burned injury and print failure.

shaking, vibrations,

20mm.

label being edited. Or press with the

margin and length.

sequence number,density

cutting, mirror image labels, current label only or all labels

Select font, size, word width, kerning and style



of one label, printing 
Mirror image labels, printing sequence number label, printing multiple labels.

cut label automatically.

back paper Place the label on the object surface

operate normally, you can reset the printer

After the printer is turned off, pressing the             key together with the R key and

Resetting the printer will clear up all the files saved and format set. please make

sure your final decision before conducting the resetting operation.

Daily necessity, Communication, Phone, Food, Weather, Portrait, Picture, 

Constellation, Map, Household, Shopping, Education, Christmas, Wedding,

Travel, Scenery, Transportation, Vehicle, Bicycle, Sport, Law, Architecture, 

Ecology, Cooking, Cards, Animal, Video, Film, Media, Toy, Music, Shipping, 

Washing, Bank, Army, Computer, Cloud, Web, SEO

winding label, flag label, faceplate label, table label

Winding label

Cutter is not in good function. Press any key except the

1.Cleaning the printer head: the printer head should be cleaned in time, 
especially the printing performance is not so good as usual.

on cutting option, and the
fixed length can’t be longer than the white space length.

Minimum fixed-length
label tapes is 20mm

Delete all the text

There are options when deleting text including:

delete text, delete text and format, delete current

label, delete all the labels, delete paragraph.

If you choose to delete text and format, all the

setting will reset to default settings.

large, middle, Small 

Normal

Middle Average

Least, Less, Normal, More

Automatic, Fixed

Normal, Closer, Wider
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